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There’s a fundamental truth that restaurant owners
should know: the key to growing a successful brand
is being able to better serve customers.
The more personalized a product or service is to the consumer, there is a higher chance of return. Once
satisfied, this customer might consider bringing their friends and family. The endless loop of growing a
bigger loyal customer base is achievable, but it’s not easy.
To do it themselves, marketers must track every individual customer: how they interact with the
business, what they purchase, what they don’t purchase, how much they typically spend - the list goes
on. For many, even figuring out where to start may be too overwhelming.

You may be that decision maker struggling with how to market to your target
audience. Thankfully, there’s something already out there that takes away the tough
parts of gathering and analyzing customer data. Without doing the manual work
yourself, you could bring in customers in target segments you didn’t even know
existed. This is done by leveraging your first part data (ex. POS, loyalty, online
ordering, survey, etc.) It may sound too good to be true, but a Customer Data
Platform (CDP) may be exactly what you never knew you needed.
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What is a CDP,
why is it a big deal
in today’s environment
Most business owners in recent years have heard of the rise of
“CDP,” but many do not know what the tech-related acronym
means. Others have a vague idea, but they do not know how to
take advantage of the solutions. If you fall into one of these
categories, you may be surprised to find that the extensive
capabilities of a CDP may dramatically improve your
business’s growth beyond what you were aware of. So why is a
CDP such a big deal?
A Customer Data Platform is defined by the CDP Institute as “packaged software that creates a
persistent, unified customer database that is accessible to other systems.” It is essentially software that
collects real-time complete customer data from multiple touchpoints and brings it all together in a
comprehensive, unified customer database. This organized data can be used in a variety of ways to
strengthen the relationship with the customer and the brand, to personalize marketing campaigns to
open new stores, understanding what customers' demographics are tied to certain menu items.
In today’s environment, big tech companies like Salesforce, Microsoft, and Oracle are joining in to
gain a share of the CDP industry and have all launched their own platform. But there’s no impossible
prerequisite: CDP software can and should be used by businesses of all sizes and industries.
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What CDP’s can do,
everything they’re
capable of
An Ocean of Data

The CDP gathers information of customers
in real time from multiple sources

(websites, mobile applications, CRM, etc.)
by a company’s systems.

Unified Birds-Eye View

At this stage, comprehensive data is initially linked to each customer,
and their interactions with any touchpoints are traced over time.
Retaining personal identifiers ensure that marketing can be
accurately personalized with customer behavior.

Personalized Segmentation

Marketers have the power to see only the information they want
to see. CDP's provide clients the opportunity to create segments that
benefit their specific use cases.

External Application

It’s key that CDP's are able to make organized data usable by other
systems. After calculating trends and completing segmented analysis,
the data needs to be accessible to be applied to other platforms and
systems (APIs, database queries, email, social media, mobile app, etc).
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CDP vs. alternatives

It’s best to explore all possible options before deciding to
make a purchase.
While a CDP may be the perfect fit for your business, a CRM,
DMP, Integration Platform, or even an Email/App/Web
Content Management are alternatives that could take care of
your business’s specific needs.
CDP

DMP

Primarily used for analytics,
ingests and manages
first-party customer data,
with third-party darta,
including historical and
behavioral data

Primarily used for audience
segmentation. Captures
second- and third-party
customer data. Data is
anonymous (e.g., cookies,
devices, and IP addresses),
can’t store PII

Primarily a system of
engagement with
user-generated data

Primarily keyed on tangible
customer attributes (PII),
E.g., customer ID, name,
email, address, etc.

Primarily keyed on anonymous
digital identifiers (non-PII),
e.g., cookie IE, IDFA, etc.

Keyed on a unique customer
identifier, e.g., customer ID,
name, email, address, etc.

Captures both online and
offline data

Relatively short retention
period (90 days) because
primarily use cases are ad
targeting

Captures online data; offline
data can be manually entered

Typically long retention
periods to enable analytics
over the customer lifetime

Supports advertising and
retargeting programs

Persistent data storage

Used for all marketing
programs (as well as sales,
support, and more)

Supports advertising and
retargeting programs

Primarily used be sales teams
to capture, track, and manage
customer and prospect details
during the sales process
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Types of restaurant CDP’s
According to the CDP Institute...
Data CDP's

• Collect customer data from multiple sources
• Link data to customer identities
• Minimum CDP functionality

Analytic CDP's

• Data CDP + Analytical capabilities
• Customer Segmentation
• Machine Learning, Predictive Modeling, Revenue Attribution, Journey Mapping
• Automate distribution of data to external systems

Personalized CDP's

• Analytic CDP + Customer Personalization
• Customizable treatments for individuals within a segment
• Personalized messages, marketing campaigns, real time interactions,
product recommendations

Delivery CDP's

• Personalized CDP's + Message Delivery
• Through email, Web site, mobile apps, CRM, advertising
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Cases
Find your customers
Capture the majority of your customers not just
loyalty and CRM to look at all people that have
visited your restaurant.

34

$

+

Segment Understanding
Acknowledge all your segments and
understand the channels to communicate to
offer consistent customer experience.
Behavioral targeting
Study segments and audiences with similar
buying habits to target communication with
new items.
Market Performance
Understanding how your business is doing
against competitors in any given market.
Audience/Customer outreach
Targeting your Segment/Audiences to
personalize the customer experience delivering
the right message, at the right place, and at the
right time.
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Why should you
want a CDP for
your business?
Know your customer

Have a complete view of your customers
in order to provide a better
customer experience at all touchpoints.

Know your marketing

Track all of your marketing efforts,
including spending and performance
of all channels and campaigns

Know your potential

An understanding of your customer leads to
better decisions, efficient marketing, and
greater profitability.
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Modern restaurant
patrons are seeking a
personalized experience
which is forcing
restauranteurs to adapt
to a new customer
journey expectation.

1

Find

Capturing data on 85%-90% of your
total customer base including loyal,
new and lost customers.

34 34 Year-Old Male

+
$

CustomerX.i (CX.i) dives deep

level detail and harmonize
the information with primary
data inputs for operators to
leverage in a in simple but
actionable way.
This enables the

Medical Professional
Earns 150K per year

2

Loves 90’s Movies
Orders 3rd party delivery
3.4x/week

into the vast sea of customer
data. We take the granular

2 Kids

Orders wings with pizza
every Thursday Night
Football Game

Understand
Travels 4x/month

Harmonize transactional, household
& behavioral demographic data
to increase revenue.

3

appropriate message to be
delivered at the right time,
which results in higher

revenue and increased

customer lifetime value.
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Right Message,
Right Time, Right Place.
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